An action verb is a word that shows what someone or something is doing. It is found in the predicate of a sentence.

Draw a line under the predicate of each sentence. Then, write the action verb on the line.

1. The rocket blasts into the sky. ____________________________
2. The big, black bear growled. ____________________________
3. The baby crawls across the floor. ____________________________
4. The picture hung on the wall. ____________________________
5. I searched for my missing sock. ____________________________
6. Carlita's brother grilled a steak. ____________________________
7. Ken clicked the computer mouse. ____________________________
8. Dr. Kip examines his patient. ____________________________
9. My red shirt shrank in the wash. ____________________________
10. Mother hides the cookies. ____________________________
11. Seven fish swim in the aquarium. ____________________________
12. Amanda washes her car. ____________________________
An action verb is a word that shows what someone or something is doing. It is found in the predicate of a sentence.

Draw a line under the predicate of each sentence. Then, write the action verb on the line.

1. The rocket blasts into the sky. blasts
2. The big, black bear growled. growled
3. The baby crawls across the floor. crawls
4. The picture hung on the wall. hung
5. I searched for my missing sock. searched
6. Carlita's brother grilled a steak. grilled
7. Ken clicked the computer mouse. clicked
8. Dr. Kip examines his patient. examines
9. My red shirt shrunk in the wash. shrunk
10. Mother hides the cookies. hides
11. Seven fish swim in the aquarium. swim
12. Amanda washes her car. washes